
: : : Sovereignty for African-Americans 

    

{Sovereignty is developing a new line of thinking}, for blacks to seek their own land in America 

for self-government, to declare their own political and ideological direction, and destination. It 

denotes most of them leaving the shackles of integration, while gaining control over their own 

lives in sovereignty, stipulating absolute power and authority of a consenting people to form a 

government to manage all, activities, territories, and resources within its borders. Sovereignty also 

refers to the inherent right of all people to govern themselves without foreign interference.    

    

Understanding Sovereignty:    

    

When describing sovereignty concerning blacks it includes reclaiming their heritage. “Slavery de-  

prived their freedom, and slavery erased their sovereignty.” {Sovereignty enables the government 

to grant reparations land for blacks to build their own safe sovereign cities, and institutions to serve 

their needs and solve their problems}. Blacks need 50 yrs. to heal and 5 yrs. to prepare sovereignty.     

    

Blacks were misled into thinking they would reach equality in integration. Reports prove deception 

and statistics prove blacks are not close to equality. {While Black America's Concept of Freedom 

has historically been limited to “Civil Rights, Integration, and Equality,” the White American con-    

cept of Freedom entails nothing less than “Sovereignty, Independence, and Statehood}. {This dual  

act of superiority and inferiority complex is the source of racial disharmony and inequality today}.     

    

When comparing the historical parallels, and then asserting that today's 1 Black governor, 1  Black 

senator, and the scant percentage of blacks in the H.R., constitutes a modern case of  “Taxation 

without Representation”, blacks will learn they should become more politically active.  Since this 

was a primary factor sparking the Revolutionary War, Black America has conversely accepted a 

political “way of life,” which history proves, White America would vigorously and violently 

oppose. A new conscious will help blacks demand sovereignty for liberation!    

    

Sovereignty will “help bridge the political and philosophical gap that separates the new Hip Hop 

Generation from the old Civil Rights/Black Power Generation”. When blacks study and embrace 

sovereignty, it will lead to a political discussion to gain sovereign independence.    

    

Black America’s solutions do not lie within America’s current “Brand of Integration.” They must 

look inside themselves and realize they have the knowledge and wisdom to initiate analytical and 

critical thinking to solve their problems. A sovereign conscious will aid blacks to better understand 

the root causes of their problems, specifically racism/white supremacy, and offer prescriptions to 

remedy failures of American integration and socialization to solve that problem. The system was 

not designed for blacks to be successful as a group. The masses continue to face high levels of 

unemployment, poor housing, inadequate health care and they will not go to college.   

  

Why have a Plebiscite Vote for Sovereignty?                                                                                                              



A Plebiscite would enable blacks to choose their political status democratically. They were forced 

into integration, but now they can reclaim their history and choose their destiny. Transforming the 

vote to claim a ‘legal status’ into a move for political action for collective reparations.    

  

A Plebiscite is offered to African-Americans as a vote to choose their group status that will 

determine the rights of a people that are indigenous to the land. It is offered herein as a determinate 

for African-Americans to claim sovereignty, to get indigenous land along with injured status rights.          

    

The Ten reasons why African-Americans should vote for an “Indigenous Status”         

1. A Status Change from an American Minority citizen to an Internal Indigenous citizen.    

     • Elimination of Integration through forced citizenship without constitutional rights    

2. The new status will give blacks the ability to lodge claims for comprehensive reparations, 

which includes but are not limited to Land, Infrastructure, Rehabilitation Services, Restitution, 

Compensation, and a Guarantee of Non-Repetition of Slavery.    

• Elimination of restrictive status to claim and win reparations     

3. Establishment of an Internal Government consisting of eight regional boundaries in a shared 

sovereign system. (After success of our initial safe sovereign city)    

• Elimination of government and institutionalized racism     

4. Transfer of control over education to our own Indigenous Educational System    

     • Elimination of poor education and safety in Public Schools.                                                                               

5. Transfer of control over Public Housing - Autonomous Residential Zones                        · 
Elimination of Ghettoes - Elimination of homelessness.    

6. Transfer of control over the Criminal Justice System, Policing, and Prisoners    

• Elimination of unfair sentencing and treatment in courts, and eliminate police killings.    

7. Improving Integration – Stop Eminent Domain – Identify Institutions to Improve    

• Elimination of racist victimization – Elimination of poor family and social services.    

8. Autonomous Enterprise Zones - Monopoly on goods and services    

• Elimination of other minorities monopolizing business in our integrated communities.       

9. Full employment – build safe cities and parks; build businesses, corporations and stores    

• Elimination of unemployment – Elimination of glass ceiling.    

10. Establish our International Identity – Politics, Reconciliation, and Trade    

• Elimination of Africa’s Wealth Transfer - Elimination of lack of representation    

We are encouraging all African-Americans to take an honest look at their ancestors, themselves, 

and future generations in their approach to reparations. They should seek resources for repairing.  


